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There are surprisingly few monographs devoted to a comprehensive tr atment of 
matroid theory. There is the ever-lasting "preliminary version" of Combinatorial 
Geometries by Crapo and Rota (1970) stressing the lattice-theoretic aspects of the 
theory. Aigner reserves about half of his Kombinatorik (1975) (English version: 
Combinatorial Theory (1979)) to matroids. A nearly complete account of the 
then existing theory is Welsh's Matroid Theory (1976). The two recent volumes 
Theory of Matroids (1986) and Combinatorial Geometries (1987), both edited by 
White, survey the current state of the art. It is a curious feature of matroid theory 
that many of its fundamental results (to wit: Tutte's theory of coordinatization 
(1965) or Seymour's decomposition f regular matroids (1980)) are so involved 
that the existing textbooks restrict hemselves to giving at most partial results in 
all detail and leaving the full treatment to the original publications. 
The present textbook on matroid theory is no exception to the latter ule. The 
theory covered oes not go beyond that in White's two volumes. Some standard 
topics are omitted completely (e.g., geometric lattices, characteristic polynomi- 
al). The polyhedral matroids of Edmonds (1970) appear at most marginally. In 
particular, the interface with linear programming is not discussed. Consequently, 
there is no hint at a theory of polyhedral combinatorics, which has proved so 
useful in combinatorial optimization. The book thus is not an advanced research 
monograph on matroid theory. It is only fair to say, however, that the author 
apparently has a different goal in mind. 
The text provides a sound and comprehensive introduction i to elementary 
(but not trivial) matroid theory for everyone who accept it as a workbook 
"Hungarian style": learning is done to a large extent by working oneself through 
the numerous useful and interesting exercises (the answers to which make up 
about 40~ of the book). The exercises not only enforce the theory by enriching 
it with a wealth of additional information. For example, my claim that geometric 
lattices do not appear in the book is not quite permissible: many of their proper- 
ties are hidden in exercises (cf. Section 9.3). I cannot hink of a better "hands 
on" introduction to matroid theory. 
Although algebraic and geometric aspects of matroids are also considered, 
the most visible roots of matroids exhibited in this introduction are networks. In- 
deed, Part I of the book is an introduction to (matroid-oriented) graph theory. 
Emphasis is put not only on structural analysis but throughout on algorithmic 
computation as well. The basic algorithmic principles (greedy algorithm, DF- 
and BF-search, network flows), are included, and complexity questions are ad- 
dressed. Part II is reserved for matroid theory proper. Also the algorithmic im- 
pact of matroid sum and matroid intersection is treated in full detail. Generaliza- 
tions (e.g., 2-polymatroid matching) are mentioned. 
The really distinguishing feature of this monograph is its attempt to supple- 
ment each chapter on "theory" (odd-numbered chapters) by a full chapter with 
"applications" (even numbers). What are these applications? Certainly not (as 
the title of the book may suggest) "typical" applications of matroid theory to 
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various fields, but only to very selected ones. To be more precise, applications 
to the question of unique solvability of electrical networks and to questions of 
structural rigidity. Most mathematicians, I hould expect, are not real engineer- 
ing experts. So the author, laudably, carefully explains all relevant concepts, and 
there results for mathematicians a rich source of examples that otherwise would 
not be so easily accessible. 
But the book wants more. Recski writes in the introduction: "This book is 
intended for mathematicians and engineers alike". I am afraid, however, that the 
number of engineers using this book will remain somewhat limited. Not only is 
the engineer expected to be quite proficient in mathematics (without being pro- 
vided with definitions, he should know, for example, that the sum of two positive 
definite matrices i  invertible (p. 47)), he should also have a definite taste for ex- 
amples taken from the abstract mathematical r ther than the "real" world. Let 
me illustrate this with the question of unique solvability of a given electrical net- 
work. 
The problem here is the following: given a network with independent voltage 
and current sources and resistors, will, under the ideal conditions of Kirchhoff's 
and Ohm's laws, a unique feasible state of the network be achieved? In the 
classical situation, this amounts to asking whether the underlying raph has a 
spanning tree with certain properties. Hence a graphtheoretic analysis will solve 
the problem. If more general situations (e.g., resistors with negative characteris- 
tics, multiports etc.) are considered, a matroidtheoretic analysis will only be able 
to derive necessary conditions for unique solvability, which turn out to be suffi- 
cient - if the relevant characteristics are algebraically independent over 9 The 
assumption of algebraic independence, of course, restricts the real-world ap- 
plicability of the result severely. I should add, however, that the even-numbered 
chapters also have applications of matroidtheoretic results that I find more con- 
vincing (e.g., the existence of hybrid immittance descriptions of multiports can 
be checked by a matroid partition algorithm (Chapter (12)). 
In summary, Recski's introduction to matroid theory is a very useful book 
with a wealth of interesting and often unusual examples. I would expect hat a 
course on application-oriented algorithmic ombinatorics based on the present 
book should enable students to acquire a solid knowledge in this area of discrete 
applied mathematics. But even in the environment of the university of 
technology to which I am affiliated, I should not expect oo many students from 
the engineering department in this course. 
Enscheck U. Faigle 
